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simplifications of the published formulae of

the PSE aethod, which facilitate its application

to the OCM and may be useful in solving the

Schrödinger equation as well, s^

Abstract. We stiOw^| very efficient solution of the

equation of Saito's orthogonality-condition model/t--* v ^ v * ^ " ' <"'

(OCMj^or bound states by means of a separable

expansion of the potential (PSE method).
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1. Introduction

It ±m firaly established, that the aiorosoopio two-cluster

aodels oan successfully describe aany levels in light

nuclei and they oan also provide good results for the

elastic scattering of light nuolei (e.g. Fujlwara et al.

1980, Furutani et al. 1980). ttifortunately, even the

simplest mloroscopio aodel, which substitutes the wave

functions of the internal nuoleonio aotion in both

dusters by narmonio oscillator (HO) wave femotions with

equal oscillator parameters, nseds lengthy calculations.

The calculations can be greatly simplified by using

Saito's orthogonality-condition Model (OGM) (Saito 1968,

19<S9)f which has proved to be a good approximation to the

( aioroaoopio model. In this model the equation of motion

is a Sohrödinger-lJJce equation for the interoluater

relative aotion with an effective local cluster-cluster

interaction. The Pauli prinoiple is taken into aooount

by a projection operator that foroea the aolution to be

orthogonal to the Pauli-forbidden (or redundant) atatea,

which give rise to vanishing many-body wave funotiona.

The OCM equation ia an integro-differential equation

beoauae of the presence of the projebtor. To avoid the

difficulties of the direct numerical integration of this

equation, Saito (196*9, 1977) proposed a alapié numerical
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Method, wfcioh has been applied to ao«t taring problems.

However, for bound a tata a thla Method doe a not aeea

eaaily applicable* Therefore, for bound atataa the OCM

equation ia uaually solved by a wave-function expansion

(VFE) (Fujivara et al. 1980). Since the redundant

atatea are elements of an HO basis, by expanding the

aolution in tarns of this basis, the effect of the

projeotor is reduced to the omission of the redundant

atataa* A shortcoming of this Method ia that the

aeymptotic behaviour of the wave function will be inoorreot

even if a large basis is used.

In this paper we uae a powerful Method, which waa

recently proposed for solving the Sohrödinger equation

(Revai 1975. Gyaraati at al. 1979) and ia free of this

deficiency. Thia Method ia baaed on a separable expansion

of the potential (PSB Method). It will be shown that it is

wall suited to the OCM probleM.

i In § 2 we review the PSE Method for the Sohrödinger

I equation and gather aoMe neoessary foxMulae. In § 3 soMe

( *i
! simplJToations will be introduced, which Make the Method

, well-auited for the OCM problem. Than we show how the PSE

Method oan ba applied to the OCM probleM ( § k). Finally,

we compare our results to thoaa) of the VFE Method and we

i draw the conclusions ( § 5 ) .
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2, The PSE ••thod for the Sohrttdinger aquation

In the PSE aethod the solution of the Sohrtfdinger equation

is achieved as the liait or the solutions of the

auxiliary probleas

where the truncated potential VN is a SUM of separable

terns:

with

IlHVX^I (3)
(3) l*̂ /4^ denotes an eleaent of a ooaplete set of

orthonoraal funotlons. Ye ohoose U^/*^ to be BO funotions,

with i and >/t denotin« the radial node number and the

orbital aoaentus), respectively. If V satisfies rather weak

conditions t the PSE solution oonvences to the ezaot one

(Gyaraati et al. 1979)* Therefore, if N is large enough,

\^y can be approxlSMited by I^M> vmTf well. The PSE

as an approximate aethod consists in solving (l) for an

appropriate N •
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This Method has been applied with suooess for

various problems and has proved superior to the VFE,

especially in problems where the asymptotic part of

the wave function is important. A formal analogy between

the WFB and PSE methods that both Involve truncated forms

of the Sohrödinger equation. The difference is that while

in the WFB method both the potential and kinetic energy

operators are trunoatedf in the PSE the kinetic energy

operator remains sound* The truncation of T is responsible

for the wrong tail behaviour of the VFE wave function

mentioned in the introduction. Obviously, the PSE doos

not suffer from thia deficiency. Nevertheless, the VFE

is a variational method, whose convergence is necessarily

monotone, and this is not true for the PSE. But this

shortcoming is compensated for by the fact that the PSE

usually oonverges (aster than the VFE (Révai 1975» Bang

et al. 1978). Moreover, the oonvergenoe of the PSE method

is much less sensitive to the ohoioe of the oscillator

parameter than that of the VFE method.

If V is spherioal and |$> is a bound state that

belongs to a particular orbital momentum tm , (l) is

equivalent to the Lippaann-Schwinger equation

i UU> vi^M*) (4)
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where Ĝ  la the free Green operator and

By introducing the notation

M ) f (5)

(k) takea the fora

EJUW^Vicx. «)
From (6) we oan see, that the first N-M coefficient a

(0-i.ífJ) determine the wave function uniquely. If we

•ultiply (6) by <ktm| ( k * 0... N ), we set a aysteai

of hoaogeneoua linear equations:

Here the notation

ia used. The Matrix eleatenta G4* oan be calculated

through'recurrence relation* (Kruppa and Papp 1984-)•

For the indices i and j these are:

I f f t. L r*/ i A /* /" v /V • f * |^

^* ( \i\f • \3- " ̂  V J . I3 . Qi •
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where

Í <U|E-Tia-n>=E-^(2i+l + Í), (ii)

is the oscillator parameter and m is the

reduced MISS. AS QH * 0 , the seoond teza of the r.h.s.

of (9) vanishes for t» 0 , and the same applies to (10)

for j • 0 . Therefore for the reourrenoe relations to be

used, it is sufficient to know Go, • This can be

oaloulated (Kruppa and Fapp 1984) via the reourrenoe

relation

starting froa

where k-*(-2i*»f/*f) and the function W is defined

in t t m of the error function as w(as)*«xp(-Z1)'«rfc(*>tz).

The systeai of equations (7) has nontrivial solution

if and only if its detezainant is zero* This condition

yields the energy eigenvalue. Solving (7) we obtain the

PSE wave function frosi (6) as a linear ooabination of

the functions Go (fw/l it-*n/ • These functions can be

oaloulated froa Gb(EjlO(rn^ by aeans of the relation

(Kruppa and Papp 1984):
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Denoting the radial part of <£lG«(£,,)|Otm> by

we can write Its recurrence relation (Kruppa and Papp,

1984) aa

* **tH r (At -

with

and 3i«(r) is the radial part of <r,

It can easily be derived froa (6) that the noraalisation

condition for the wave function is

Khere

and the aatrix eleaents of the G» (Ew) operator can be

oaloulated froa <OOm\Gb(£jiOOin) by the aid of

recurrence relations siailar to the ones used ±n

oalculatinf the aatrix eleaents of G»(EN) (Kruppa and

Papp 1984).
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Gyarmati et al. (1979) introduced a "smoothing

procedure", which can speed up the convergence of the

PSE aethod* Instead of PH » an operator

I
is used in (2) with the property of Urn,, mmPu

ss\.

In the formulae the only modification implied is to

replace V^ by V^ « \̂ , C*Oj" . The choice

1- exp(-ocr)

with öt-6 has proved to be very successful in practical

applications.

3. Simplification of the PSE equations

The formalism of § 2 is already suitable for practical

calculations. It is based on the general formalism used

in the code of Kruppa and Papp (198^), but is specialized

to bound states and spherical potentials. It is, however,

possible to exploit further the particular properties of

the HO basis and make the formulae simpler. The first step

is a rearrangement of the system of equations (7). If we

multiply the kth (k *= N-1, N-2,.. . , 1 ) equation (this

contains index k-4 ) by Gt^/Q^ and the (k+1)th

equation by Wk/GLk and then we subtract them from the
É

(k+2)th equation, using (9), we arrive at the new (k+2)th

equation:
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tí

J)/QÍ = 0. (17)

As Q.4
 s 0 , an. equation of the form of (l?) can be

written for k«0 as well. Then, multiplying equations

(17) by Gjt'Qfc and addin* them to the first of

equations (7), using relation (9) again, we get the

following expression:
t t "1 G Q

Putting this equation into the last place and multiplying

it by -1, we obtain the new system of equations:

j Z t o U W ^ t C l X + V O (k-0,..,(M) (18)Qj

jo Vow * •

These equations contain only two elements of the Green

matrix G.u $ both of them from the first row, and the

time-consuming matrix multiplication has disappeared*

Nevertheless! this system of equations is equivalent to

the original one and its determinant is also the same.

The evaluation of the wave function oan also be

simplified. As the coefficients contained in the recurrence

relation (13) are numbers, it can easily be seen that

Go(EN)|itm^ is a linear combination of the (^(EjlOlm

and the HO states l^tm/ (j^i-H )a The wave function

being a linear combination of G^(EH)|itm^ (< - N ) , oan

be written as:
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(20)

The Mult ipl icat ion of (19) by < i * m i . ( i « 0 ) 4 , . . . , N ) and

the use of the def in i t ions (5>8) y i e l d expressions for

the combination coe f f i c i en t s A and Bt :

Equation (20) slows that we can calculate the wave

function in coordinate representation without actually

calculating G0(EN)|tlm} for i>0 from (13). The evaluation

of the second tern of (20) is simple, because the radial

part of this linear combination is a Gaussian function

multiplied by a polynomial whose coefficients are easy

to calculate* However, if we use a large basis the

actual values of these coefficients can spread over many

order* of magnitute. and when being evaluated with a

computer they can underflow. The Gaussian factor can also

underflow even at reasonable values of the radial coordinate,

and the whole second term will vanish spuriously, no

matter how large the value of the polynomial is. Ve can

avoid these problems using a Horner-lUce scheme for the

second term of (20):

where V-N-1, X--£r*t T*exp(£x/v) and a* can U

calculated from Bi wad frem the coefficient a of the
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associated Laguerre polynomials.

An alternative fora for the normalisation condition

for the -wave function is:

A - (22)

The C4 are defined "by (5) and, for *4|\| 1 their values

are provided by (18,19). Let i be greater than N .

Multiplying (20) by <ilml , using (21), (5) and (8) we

end up with

If we substitute it into (22), the normalisation condition

takes the fora:

4*0

* (23)

Equations (18), (19), (20), (21) and (23) show that we

need only one row of the Green matrix and a single element

of the matrix of the 6 0 \BH) operator. This is a

substantial simplification of the formulae of § 2,

it allows a more economical computation. We emphasise

that the formalism so far is not specified to the OCM.

Ve shall see, however, that these rearrangements will be

especially useful in the case of the OCM equation.
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k. The OCM equation and the PSE method

In the OCM model the wave function |<{>> of the inter-

cluster relative motion satisfies the OCM equation

Here E is the energy of the relative motion, T is

the relative kinetic energy operator, V is an effective

cluster-cluster interaction, and A. is the projection

operator projecting out of the subspace of the redundant

states. The many-body wave function of the two-cluster

system can be written as

j], (25)

where »A4jl is the lnteroluster antisymmetrizer, £ is

the relative coordinate of the centres of mass of the

clusters and (p«, are HO Slater determinants from which

the zero-point motion has been removed. The latter represent

the internal motion of the clusters. The two oscillator

parameters are assumed to be equal: ft, = fítx « ft . The

relation between ^ and <f> is:

(26)

wliere A i s an integral operator whose kernel i s

( 2 7 )
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The statement that the many-body wave function belonging

to a redundant state has norm zero means that f * 0

If we substitute for 'f a redundant state in (25). From

(27) it is clear that the redundant states are eigen-

funotions of A with eigenvalues zero. Actually, the set

of eigenfunctions of A is the complete set of HO functions

with an oscillator parameter (b- A, A4p>/(A,+Aa)(Zaikin 1971,

Horiuohi 1977)i and the redundant states are the states

that have the smallest quantum numbers.

We shall apply the PSE method with the basis formed

by the set of the eigenfunctions of the operator A . As

we need a sound operator T » we rearrange the OCM

equation (2k) as

[T - ( 4 - A V T + A V ] I<(>>«E !<!>>, (28)

and then, just as in the case c.f the Sohrödinger equation,

we approximate it with (l). Here the "truncated potential" is:

VN=PN[-(1-A)T+AV]PN (29)

Denoting the number of forbidden states belonging to an

orbital momentum "X by n^ , and using the definition (3),

we oan oast (29) into the fora:

Xft. i-0 j-0

™
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Ve note ihat if the expansion contains at least one

nonforbidden atate for every ^ ( N ^ m o x ^ ) ), the

firat triple auai is exactly equal to the untrunoated

operator -(4-A)T because <4ty» I T 1 j^/*^*0 if l*-j|>4.

Therefore only the operator V is truncated by PN just

aa in the case of the Schrödinger equation. From (30)

it follows* that solving the OCM problera we have to

change the matrix elements of V to the matrix elements of

"T at the first nt row of Vu • Using this new matrix

V^i , we can solve the OCM equation with the formulae

of the preoeding sections.

We can reduce the problem to the subspaoe of the

nonredundant states if we uae the PSE equations in their

rearranged foxn (18,19)* Am the first n( rows of the Vfc.

matrix contain the matrix element a of — T , with the

notations (11,12) they can be written as

With this expression the firat n( equationa of (18)

reduce to

-(E/Qjc-0 (k-0,...,n»-O.
(31)

Theae equationa only express that the solution ia

orthogonal to the redundant states, aa it ahould be.

V* not* that this requirement cannot be a^vn. explicitly

from the original form (7) of the PSE equationa*
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Since our first n, equations (3l) are trivial,

ire have to solve only a reduced problem* Ye can also

notioe, that ire need only the matrix elements of the

potential between nonredundant states, any other

matrix elements are multiplied by C^» 0 (i*Oj...j Wj-

everywhere*

Die smoothing procedure can be used in the case

of the OCM equation as well. A possible choice for O

is

-exp (-<*.*)
As just the eigenfuactions of the operator A have

been used, the evaluation of «ty from (26) is straight-

forward. Sinoe the eigenvalues a^ of the operator A

tend to 1 when i increases, we can get a very good

approximation to ̂  if N is large enough:

The eigenvalues a4 are available for many systems in

the literature* Another important quantity, the overlap

funotlon iU)~A4/1l$) f which is needed for the theoretical

description of direct transfer reactions or decay, can be

calculated in a similar way*
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5. Results and conclusions

In this section we show a one comparisons between the

PSE and VFE methods as applied to the OCM problem*

The examples to be shown are calculations for the

ground state of the 0+oc system. This state belongs

to a relative orbital momentum lm0 . The number of the

{"0 forbidden states is ne =k. We have used an effective

cluster-cluster interaction of the Gaussian form

y(r)«-y.eXJ-[r/a]
a) with Vo = -126.5 MeV and a =

= 2.7O31 fm* Xn figure 1* we compare the energies E N

of the intercluster relative motion obtained from the

PSE and WFE methods as functions of the maximum radial

node number N of the basis. It can be seen, that the

PSE converges faster than the VFE in the case of OCM

as well. Figure 1 also shows that the smoothing procedure

can speed up the convergence appreciably, so it is worthwhile

to use it* The eneTCgiea of this PSE method for a fixed N

are usually closer to the exact one by two to three orders

of magnitude than the VFE energies* (in our example

the "exact energy** E = -4.72^790 has been determined by

extrapolation*)

* It may be important to determine not only the energy

but also the wave funotiou with some acouraoy. In figure 2

we compare the two methods from this point of view* Ve

show the PSE and VFE wave functions that belong to the
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W =11 and hi =33 calculations of figure 1. While the Nail

WFE wave function is unacceptable, the corresponding PSE

wave function is very good everywhere, even in the

asymptotio region. The N/ =33 WFE wave function is also

very good within ~ 8 fm, but its tail behaviour is

wrong. In fact, the region where a WFE wave function is good

grows as slowly as ** N* .

One should keep in mind that in the OCM the oscillator

parameter cannot be optimized to achieve the fastest

convergence beoause the forbidden states have a definite

oscillator parameter. Therefore the very fact that the

convergence of the PSE is less sensitive to the choice

of the oscillator parameter than that of the WFE method

is an advantage by itself.

We oan conclude that the PSE method is superior to

the WFE for the OCM problem. Moreover, if we use the

simplified formulae of § 3, the practical solution is

hardly more difficult. In fact the first N of the PSE

equations (18) are the same as the WFE equations, and the

last one, (19) differs only in that W ^ is replaced by

l *

For a FORTRAN oode the author is to be contacted

Finally, we mention that the PSE method offers a

possibility for an easy calculation of the quaslbowd
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at*taa of oluatar nuolol mm vail, ainoa tha PSB la

applloabl* to raaonant atataa (Oywnaatl at «1 190%).

All tha f u i — 1 M of the praoadin* aootlona hold, aacoapt

that aiapl* «xtr» t«m« h«T« to ba addad to (l4) and (15)

h«va to ba rararaad (Kruppa and Papp 198%).

Tha author la indebted to Or B. Gyáram ti, Or A.T. Kruppa,

Or JUG. Lovaa and Mr Z. Papp for aany valuable dlaouaaiona.
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r(fm)

Pleura 2. Radial OCM ware functions r-<JKO oaleulatad

with VPE and PSE ••thod» with a «Mtll«r and a Irnxgrnr

basia. Ttm myutmrn and th« paraa«t«ra ara tha aaaa aa

in the oaa« of tlguvm 1. In tha PSE aathod tha

attoothing prooadura is usad with oc*6*
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